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Coalition calls for police oﬀ campus
SJSU student organizations discuss reform, alternatives to policing & emergency response
By Bryanna Bartlett
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

San Jose State and community
organizations are forming a coalition
that advocates for defunding the
University Police Department, removing
officers from campus and establishing
policing alternatives.
Nine
student
representatives
from advocacy groups and political
organizations
including
Students
for Gregory Johnson, Students for a
Democratic Society, Young Democratic
Socialists of America and the Jakara
Movement were some of the coalition
members in attendance at Thursday’s
meeting on Zoom.
Muskan
Parashar,
musical
performance
senior
and
Silicon
Valley’s Young Democratic Socialists
of America chapter member, said it’s
“pretty symbolic” to have armed police
officers on campus.
“We live in a world where people,
especially minorities, are seen as
potential criminals first and people
second . . . We exist in this huge system
based on the prison and jail industrial
complex that’s just woven into the fabric
of our society,” Parashar said during the
meeting. “There’s no escape from it even
at school where we’re paying thousands
of dollars to attend.”
Parashar said UPD’s interests are

the same as the university’s: money.
Jacqueline Rivera, SJSU alumna
and I Find Silicon Valley advocacy group
member, said the university allocates
too much money to UPD, especially
as myriad student needs aren’t
being met.
In 2019-20, the UPD budget was

and media relations, said it’s important
to note the UPD budget amounts to
less than one percent of the university’s
annual budget.
Mashinchi said UPD is authorized
to have 35 sworn police officers and
currently has 25 “on board.”
Rivera said defunding UPD isn’t going

money into better access to food, more
affordable housing or even lowering
different tuition costs because it’s a
hybrid [model]?”
She said UPD’s paid to prioritize
protecting the university as a private
property more than students’ lives and
well-being, adding they aren’t actually
required to “use their lives” to keep
students safe.

Community mistrust in UPD

Right now on campus, if you’re having a mental health
crisis, UPD shows up, right, and you don’t want them
showing up because you don’t want to get handcuﬀed.
You don’t want to be criminalized for having a mental
crisis.
Tarab Ansari

SJSU social work senior,
Behavioral Health Contractors’ Association mental health intern

$7,052,170 where more than $6 million
went to officer salaries, benefits and
work study, and about $441,000 was
allocated to operating expenses,
according to the budget report.
According to the same UPD
report, $4,372,102 went to salaries,
$2,179,094 to benefits and $59,818 to
work study.
Kenneth Mashinchi, SJSU senior
director of strategic communications

to solve everything that’s systemically
wrong but it’s one blow the coalition can
hit against the prevalent injustices that
are “ringing upon our students.”
“We should think about the students
from a holistic standpoint like with
the tuition, with the housing, with
everything,” Rivera said during the
meeting. “Why do we need to funnel
so much money into [UPD] when
they could just be . . . putting more

Tiffany Yep, SJSU sociology senior
and Students for Gregory Johnson
director, said many students have told
the advocacy group they don’t feel safe
with UPD presence.
Rivera agreed with Yep, adding it’s
triggering for students of color to see
armed officers on campus.
Yep said while students feeling
unsafe and anxious around UPD officers
is a prominent issue that needs to be
addressed, the department in hand
needs to be more honest with the
university’s community.
She said serious incidents have been
occuring on campus that the UPD
hasn’t disclosed to students, faculty and
staff, even though students have been
involved in the reports.
“I live on campus and there was an
incident where people were chasing
UPD | Page 2
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Homecoming brings together current students, faculty, and staff,
and welcomes alumni back to campus in celebration of Spartan Pride
at San Jose State University. Over the years, Homecoming has become
an annual tradition encompassing a week of fun-ﬁlled events aimed
at showcasing school spirit.

Go, Spartans!

View the full schedule at:

tinyurl.com/sjsuhomecoming2021
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each other with knives a few weeks ago
and I thought that was very strange that
we didn’t hear about that at all,” Yep said
during the meeting. “We only heard
from the Spartan Daily about that and
I think it shows police really aren’t really
doing their jobs . . . I personally do not
feel safe knowing that there are people
with knives who’re running around and
. . . then the police didn’t tell us anything
about it.”

We live in a world
where people, especially
minorities, are seen as
potential criminals first and
people second . . . We exist
in this huge system based on
the prison and jail industrial
complex that’s just woven
into the fabric of our
society. There’s no escape
from it even at school where
we’re paying thousands of
dollars to attend.
Muskan Parashar

SJSU musical performance senior, Silicon
Valley’s Young Democratic Socialists of
America chapter member

UPD responded to a stabbing
attempt in the Campus Village Sept. 1
in which a San Jose State student had a
knife and was threatening three other
students, according to previous Spartan
Daily reporting.
UPD Capt. Frank Belcastro told the
Spartan Daily in its Sept. 2 article that
the student received a misdemeanor
citation.
Parashar said she has a distrust toward
UPD because of Gregory Johnson Jr.’s
death.
Johnson, who was a 20-year-old
student and Sigma Chi fraternity
member, was found hanging in the
fraternity house basement in 2008.
The UPD and Santa Clara County
Medical Examiner-Coroner’s Office
ruled the case a suicide, according to the
coroner’s office autopsy report.
However, many community members
and advocacy organizations including
Students for Gregory Johnson have
demanded SJSU recognize Johnson’s
death as a hate crime and cover-up.
Mashinchi said the university is
examining and addressing systemic
racism through its Taskforce on
Community Safety and Policing.
“The taskforce is charged with
examining ‘the critical safety issues of the
San Jose State University campus and the
roles the University Police Department
and other campus departments,
student and community organizations,
neighborhood associations and other
groups have in ensuring an environment
conducive to learning, racial justice and
equity,” Mashinchi said.
The taskforce is made up of 13
faculty members and students including
Vice President for Student Affairs
Patrick Day, UPD Capt. Frank Belcastro
and Dalila Gomez, SJSU student and
Associated Students, Inc. director of
student rights and responsibilities,
according to Sept. 15 university blog
post from President Mary Papazian.
Mashinchi said a final report from the
program will be provided to Papazian.

Policing alternatives
During the meeting, several student

members suggested ideas and programs
for the coalition to look into as
alternatives to campus policing.
Rivera said UPD must be replaced
with mental health assistance teams
and programs for therapy and
counseling, drug prevention, sexual
harassment prevention and whatever
else students need.
Tarab Ansari, SJSU social work senior
and mental health intern at Behavioral
Health
Contractors’
Association,
suggested the coalition form a policy
with the university that strips UPD
of the duty to respond to on-campus
mental health incidents.
The Behavioral Health Contractors’
Association
is
a
Santa
Clara
Countywide network of community
non-profit organizations that provide
mental health and substance use
prevention, treatment, recovery and
supportive transitional housing services,
according to its website.
“Right now on campus, if you’re
having a mental health crisis,
UPD shows up, right, and you don’t
want them showing up because you
don’t want to get handcuffed,” Ansari
said during the meeting. “You don’t
want to be criminalized for having a
mental crisis.”
Ansari said there are resources
available in Santa Clara County that will
send unarmed community residents,
mental health workers and emergency
medical service providers to help
individuals experiencing a mental health
crisis: the Behavioral Health Services
Department’s new Community Mobile
Response Program.
The county’s response program,
which advanced on June 2 with a nearly
$28 million investment approved by
San Jose City Council, is designed to
reduce the need to call law enforcement,
allowing incidents and needs to be
effectively and quickly addressed in
the community before they escalate,
according to its website.
The Community Mobile Response
Program, beginning on Jan. 1, 2022,
will address community needs through
a “race equity and social justice lens,”
according to its website. It will operate
24/7, year-round.
The program’s key components
include:
family
involvement
or
encouraging the client’s family or
support person in all steps of the process,
based on the client’s preference; a new
3-digit community phone line that’s
not 911 or 311; trauma-informed

Student advocacy coalition:
Thursday meeting in-brief
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according to the Community Mobile
Response Program website.
The mobile response program
followed a community engagement
and program development process

I live on campus and there was an incident where people
were chasing each other with knives a few weeks ago and
I thought that was very strange that we didn’t hear about
that at all. We only heard from the Spartan Daily about that
and I think it shows police really aren’t really doing their
jobs . . . I personally do not feel safe knowing that there
are people with knives who’re running around and . . . then
the police didn’t tell us anything about it.
Tiﬀany Yep

sociology senior, Students for Gregory Johnson director

mobile response vehicles; community
collaborators who obtain the program’s
feedback and build a continuous
feedback
mechanism;
community
members who designate the staff,
prioritizing linguistically and culturally
informed staff with relevant lived
experiences.
Ansari said the coalition should draft
a policy connecting the program to
SJSU and present it to the county’s Board
of Trustees.
The pilot program will test if law
enforcement response is even needed
so if it’s successful, services will be
expanded to other areas in the future,

the county initiated in the wake of the
murder of George Floyd in May 2020
that heightened longstanding concerns
about law enforcement interactions
with communities of color, according to
its website.

Reform process
Tiffany Yep said the coalition’s first
goal is to “power map” to identify who’s
in charge of services including the UPD
and SJSU’s Counseling and Psychological
Services and direct channels for the
group to implement reform.
She said she hopes to create a board
with both students and faculty members

where they can try to get work done
together or create a type of oversight
committee, where the university
transparently
communicates
UPD
reform progress, campus incidents,
demographics and other areas to
student representatives.
“I think we’re in a state where we’re
more attacking the university because
we are not really working with them,”
Yep said.
Yep said the coalition intends to meet
every Thursday on Zoom and it’s open
to university community members.
She said while the weekly meeting
time is 4 p.m., the set time is subject
to change to better accommodate the
group majority’s availability, especially
as the coalition intends to recruit
more members.
Yep said the coalition also wants to
survey students to better understand
what they’re going through, what
they need and how they feel about
UPD presence and duty on campus.
“Obviously,
we’re
a
coalition
that wants to do things [including]
defund the police and things like that
but we don’t know that’s what the
broader campus community would
want,” Yep said. “So I think we really
should be talking to people, just seeing
what people, overall, think about these
kinds of things and what the campus
climate is.”

Follow Bryanna on Twitter
@brybartlett

Crime Blotter
Probation violation, Possession
of controlled substance
Oct. 2, 5:03 p.m. at Martin Luther
King Jr. Library
Adult Arrest

Vehicle theft
Oct. 1 9:35 p.m. at Park and Ride
lot
Inactive

Tamper with fire alarm
Oct. 2, 1:59 p.m. at Student Union
Inactive

Vehicle theft
Oct. 1 9:26 p.m. at Park and Ride
lot
Inactive

Rape by force/fear, Oral
copulation by force/injury,
False imprisonment
Oct. 1, 2:14 p.m. at Delta Upsilon
Fraternity
Adult Arrest
Possession of unlawful
paraphernalia
Oct. 1, 8:38 a.m. at Jack in the
Box on San Carlos Street
Adult Cited

Possess personal ID with intent
to defraud
Oct. 1, 12:52 a.m. at
South Garage
Adult Arrest
Theft of personal property
Sept. 30, 1:59 p.m. at
International House
Inactive
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MOVIE REVIEW

ILLUSTRATION BY DAISHA SHERMAN

New musical-inspired movie misses marks
By Christine Stevens
STAFF WRITER

Watching “Dear Evan Hansen,” which premiered in
theatres on Sept. 24, felt like seeing a cringey re-enactment
of a Broadway musical.
Its poorly-written storyline and emotionally-manipulative
plot makes it feel like you’re rooting for the bad guy, not to
mention all the scenes were over-dramatized and distracted
you from the main problems in the movie.
For all the hype Dear Evan Hansen was getting prerelease,
it was a huge disappointment.
Dear Evan Hansen premiered on Broadway in 2016 and
became a musical sensation, winning six Tony Awards,
according to a Dec. 4, 2017 Playbill article.
Based on the book by Steven Levenson, the plot follows a
socially anxious and depressed kid.
Evan, whose mother works around the clock as a
nurse and whose father abandoned him as a kid, is asked
by his therapist to write self-reflective letters to himself as
an exercise to boost his self confidence. Hence the title,
“Dear Evan Hansen.”
Evan’s struggle with his mental illness gives him feelings
of loneliness, making him a relatable character to anyone
who has dealt with mental illness themselves at first.
Taking his therapist’s advice, he writes a letter to himself
talking about how depressed and lonely he feels.
The letter winds up in the hands of Connor Murphy, a
troubled kid who goes to the same high school as Evan.
This story starts to unfold when it’s discovered Connor
took his own life. Connor’s parents come to Evan holding
the letter he wrote under the false impression Connor and
Evan were best friends and Evan’s letter was a note between
the two boys.
Evan goes along with this and furthers the lie, telling
Connor’s family and everyone at school they were best
friends.
Eventually, this lie eats away at him until he must confess
the truth and everyone hates him afterward, sending him
right back to where he was at the beginning of the movie, a
socially isolated kid with hardly any friends. But, this doesn’t
happen until the very end of the movie, after Evan has left a
trail of lies behind him.
Broadway musicals turned into movies are a hit or miss
and in this case, it was without a doubt a miss.
It seems many people agree the movie wasn’t that great
because Dear Evan Hansen didn’t do too hot in box offices,

movie
review
“Dear Evan Hansen”
Rating:



Directed by:
Stephen Chbosky
Starring:
Ben Platt,
Kaitlyn Dever
Genre:
musical/drama

with only 31% on Rotten Tomatoes and a 6/10 on IMDb.
Many people, like myself, enjoyed the musical more than
the movie, which is understandable as some musicals don’t
translate well to the screen.
Critics of the movie adaption thought the casting choice
was questionable as 28-year-old actor Ben Platt, who looks
nothing like a teenager, was casted to play a 17-year-old high
school student.
A critic posted in a Sept. 23 article by The New York
Times that they thought Evan’s performance as a teenager
was unconvincing and disappointing.
However, this didn’t really bother me too much because
this is common in Hollywood as most movies tend to cast
actors who are much older than the role they are portraying,
especially high school-based characters.
I think the decision to cast Platt was the right one despite
the age differences because he was the original Evan Hansen
in the Broadway musical. No one could play Evan Hansen
the way he does.

There are major flaws in the story
that cannot be dismissed. The
fact Dear Evan Hansen is about a
kid who exploits a tragedy for his
own personal gain is concerning.

Platt does a great job of portraying how socially awkward
Evan is. He’s an overthinker and an over-talkative person
who gets nervous when talking to his crush, Zoe Murphy,
played by actress Kaitlyn Dever.
Zoe also happens to be Connor’s sister.

 
A primary point of the movie focuses on Evan’s mental
health. At the beginning of the movie, we see him wearing
a cast on his arm which Connor signs, trying to be nice to a
fellow outcast, but it’s a mystery as to why he broke it.
However, we find out the answer later in the movie. Evan
tells his mom he “fell” from a tree over the summer, but he
was actually trying to commit suicide.
There are major flaws in the story that cannot be
dismissed. The fact Dear Evan Hansen is about a kid
who exploits a tragedy for his own personal gain is
concerning. Evan uses the lie that he was friends with
Connor to gain friends and popularity.
While the film does address important topics including
mental health and suicide, its storyline is so problematic it
takes away from the seriousness of these issues.
Evan is portrayed as the protagonist throughout the
movie but he’s doing terrible things, making awful decisions
and hurting those around him.
Evan also uses the lie to get closer to Zoe by telling her
Connor was a good brother and cared about her when really
that couldn’t be further from the truth.
I guess Evan’s lies worked because the only reason Zoe
likes him is because she thinks her deceased brother was
best friends with him.
Evan’s deception and manipulation when it comes to
Zoe and using her grief of her dead brother is just one of
the many reasons why this plotline is so messed up. It’s even

harder to watch on the screen as the audience can see how
Zoe gets closer to Evan and confesses her feelings for him.
The lie spins out of control when Evan has to give a
speech at Connor’s memorial where he sings, “You Will Be
Found,” a song about loneliness and looking for community.
The irony behind this song is that no one seemed to care
about Connor until he was dead, as he was considered a
social outcast. However, without knowing the context to this
song, it sounds like a very uplifting song about friendship.
Evan sings, “Even when the dark comes crashing through/
When you need a friend to carry you/ And when you’re
broken on the ground/ You will be found.”
As he continues to dupe the entire school into thinking
he was friends with Connor, his classmates start sharing his
motivational video online.
Evan’s speech goes viral, turning him into an internet
celebrity and soon everyone loves him. He can’t help but
continue the lie once he sees he’s becoming popular.
What’s most disturbing about the whole plot is Evan
continues to lie everyone without feeling any remorse until
the end of the movie.
There is one good thing that comes from his lies. It leads
one of his classmates Alana, who also suffers from anxiety,
to create “The Connor Project,” an organization dedicated
to raising awareness about teen mental health issues.
Evan goes to these meetings to show he cares about
Connor, but starts blowing them off to hang out with Zoe
and this makes Alana start to question whether Evan was
really friends with Connor in the first place. It’s obvious at
this point that Evan isn’t really doing this for Connor but to
gain supporters and popularity.
Another disappointing factor of the movie is that it
doesn’t have all the songs from the original Broadway
musical, including “Disappear” and “To Break In a Glove.”
But it does feature new songs that weren’t in the original
musical such as “The Anonymous Ones.”
In the scene right before the song, “The Anonymous
Ones,” Evan and Alana are sitting on a swing and talking
about their anxiety and depression and how they have to
act “anonymous.”
This is where Evan tells Alana she doesn’t really act like
someone who’s depressed.
Being student body president and getting good grades,
Alana doesn’t appear to be depressed, but what Evan doesn’t
know is she struggles with the same issues he does. She’s just
better at hiding them.
The movie had some unexpected turns at the end, like
when Alana betrays Evan and decides to share the suicide
note Evan wrote but everyone thought was Connor’s, which
led to people saying rude comments about Connor’s family.
Evan doesn’t tell the truth until Connor’s family is being
raked through the mud. This is where he uploads a video
on social media telling everyone he was never friends with
Connor and the whole thing was a lie.
After telling everyone the truth, he tries to learn more
about Connor. He also finds a video of Connor playing
the guitar in a group therapy session and shares it with
his family.
Are we supposed to feel good now and forgive Evan
Hansen for all the things he did throughout the movie?
While I liked some of the songs and the portrayal of
Evan Hansen by Platt, it doesn’t change the fact Dear Evan
Hansen is a below average movie with a seriously fucked
up storyline.

Follow the Spartan Daily on Twitter
@SpartanDaily
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San Jose State running back Tyler Nevens (23) dashes past the Aggies’ defensive line before scoring the first touchdown of the game at CEFCU Stadium Saturday.

Spartans defeat New Mexico State
By Estevan Lopez
STAFF WRITER

In its first game without
starting
quarterback
Nick Starkel, the San
Jose State football team
beat New Mexico 37-31
Saturday night at CEFCU
Stadium.
Junior QB Nick Nash’s
stellar
performance
helped the Spartans after
Nick Starkel was out
because of a left-arm
injury in the team’s game
against Western Michigan
on Oct. 26.
“I was a little bit nervous
but my teammates [had]
so much faith in me
[and] I feel like they all have
my back,” Nash said during
the post-game conference.

“They [were] all hyping
me up before the game,
making sure that I was
good. I really appreciated
that from them. They just
have absolute faith in me.
That’s my team.”
Nash had a perfect
first half as he completed
7 of 7 pass attempts for
113
yards
and
two touchdowns in his first
start at QB this season.
SJSU had Nash playing
at wide receiver this season
and played wideout even
when Starkel went down
against Western Michigan.
Nash’s season totals as a
wide receiver so far include
18 yards receiving and zero
touchdowns.
However, Nash carved
up the Aggies defense with

[Nash] gave us the best chance to
win [and] that’s why we made that
decision [to start him],” Brennan said.
“Even though he hadn’t [played QB] for
two weeks, he [has] been playing for
two years. . . in big games [and under]
these situations.
Brent Brennan

head coach

his dual-threat capabilities
as a runner and a thrower
at the QB position.
Senior running back
Tyler Nevens also had
an impressive first half
with 81 yards rushing on

Nevens (left) and QB Nick Nash start a play in hopes of getting through the defense.
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10 attempts and a rushing
touchdown.
Nevens trampled the
Aggies’ defensive line all
night as his longest rush
was a 36 yard carry in the
2nd quarter.
The Aggies had no
answer for SJSU’s ground
game
with
Nevens
averaging 5.2 yards per
carry in the game.
“I wanted to relieve as
much stress as I [could]
from Nash just so he could
be comfortable in his own
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it pretty well,” Nevens
said in the post-game
conference.
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they carried into the
second half.
The Spartans ended the
half with a 24-14 lead.
Head
coach
Brent
Brennan said he was
excited about Shelton’s first
interception of the season.
“For [Shelton] to jump
[that route] and pick it off
and get it down there in
the red zone and for the
offense to then take care
of it was just awesome,”
Brennan said in the
post-game conference.
The Spartans continued
their offensive dominance
in the second half as they
ended with 209 total
rushing yards, 117 of which
belonged to Nevens.
The prominent rushing
attack helped open up
SJSU’s passing game
as Nash connected with
senior tight-end Derrick
Deese Jr. all night.
Deese Jr. hauled in 7
catches for 130 yards and
one touchdown, marking
his first 100-yard game of
the season.
Though Nash only
rushed for 34 yards on 4
carries, the Aggies defense
was desperately trying to
contain Nash because of his
dual threat abilities. The
Aggies were successful but
forgot to cover Deese Jr.,
who exploded on offense.
“What a game . . . and
I thought Nick did a great
job finding the ball and
Derek [Deese Jr.] was just
awesome [at] attacking the
ball,” Brennan said.
The offense thrived
with Nash’s nearly perfect
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Women’s soccer suﬀers lethargic loss
By Amani Hamed
STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State women’s
soccer team got a demoralizing
blow to its season after a 2-1
loss against Colorado State
Sunday afternoon at the
Spartan Soccer Complex.
The Spartans led all game
until the Rams tied the
game with 15 minutes left
and eventually scored the
game-winning goal with the
last kick of the match.
Head coach Lauren Hanson
said while the Spartans played
with grit, game management
was lacking and the players
needed to step up their
attention to details.
“I just told them they’ve got
to take care of the details better,
game management is very
critical, crucial on a Sunday
game,” Hanson said after
the game.
SJSU came out hungry in
the first half and scored early
courtesy of Taylor Phillips,
freshman midfielder and
leading goal-scorer, who was
assisted by senior midfielder
Natalia Nava.
The Spartans’ aggression on
offense was apparent as the
team had 16 shots at goal.
However the Rams were
right behind them with 14,
foreshadowing the Spartans’s
demise at the end.
The Spartans led 1-0 to end
the first half, but never looked
like a threat to score again once
the second half began.
Fatigue from playing Friday
against Wyoming University
looked to have been a major
factor into why SJSU let this
game slip away.
When asked if the team was
unable to maintain its edge
against Colorado State because
of fatigue, Phillips said the team
had been tired, but should’ve
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SJSU midfielder Tiana Cello (32) dribbles past a Colorado State defender at Sunday’s afternoon home game at the Spartan Soccer Complex.

maintained the same energy as
if it were a Friday night game.
The Spartans managed to
defeat the Cowgirls Friday
1-0, but have been largely
inconsistent all season when
it comes to winning games
resulting in their 5-7 overall
record.
“Obviously a lot of people’s
bodies are tired,” Phillips
said. “A lot of our [defensive]
backline played 90 minutes
[Friday] so I’m sure that they’d
be a little fatigued for Sunday.”
Phillips said though she
was discouraged by the loss,
the team was determined to
work hard at its next practice to
correct its mistakes.

come out on Tuesday and get to
work,” Phillips said.
With afternoon temperatures
reaching a high of 90 degrees
at the start of the game, the
Spartans appeared to wither
under the heat, but still tried
to match the Rams’ aggression
and energy.
At times the Rams were overly
aggressive with their tackles and
even SJSUsophomore defender
Sarah Santos left the field
limping during a substitution,
Lauren Hanson later seen icing her left knee.
Junior defender Maddie
head coach
Toomer said the team will
“We worked really hard the regroup and return with more
whole first half the majority of fight in them for Friday’s 5 p.m.
the game but we’re just gonna game against Boise State at Boas

I just told them
they’ve got to
take care of the
details better, game
management is very
critical, crucial on a
Sunday game.

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

Soccer Complex in Idaho.
SJSU currently posts a
2-2 record in conference play
and sits 6th in the standings.
With only seven games left
in the schedule, every game
appears to have Mountain
West Conference Tournament
implications.
SJSU’s next home game is
against top-ranked University
of New Mexico, who currently
hold a eight game winning
streak, and is scheduled at the
Spartan Soccer Complex at
5 p.m. on Oct. 14.

Follow Amani on Twitter
@Amani_Marie_

JOKIN’
AROUND
“Where do
boats go when
they’re sick?”

“To the boat
doc.”

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Behold, in old Rome
5. What place?
10. Disgorge
14. Twosomes
15. Spells
16. Makes a mistake
17. Impertinent
19. Lairs
20. Cover
21. Jagged
22. Antiquated
23. Not western
25. Formal orders
27. Ironic
28. An upholstered armchair
31. Gulleys
34. Spare-time activity
35. Ribonucleic acid
36. All excited
37. Pedal
38. Care for
39. Record (abbrev.)
40. Hard to pin down
41. Untidy
42. Earthquake waves
44. Unruly crowd
45. Compacted
46. Habitable
50. Units of land
52. Clamor

54. Delay
55. Street
56. Tableware
58. Hefty volume
59. Willow
60. Requests
61. WW1 plane
62. Tale
63. A feat
DOWN
1. Ancient Roman magistrate
2. Papal court
3. Lanyards
4. East southeast
5. Light rowboat
6. Long-necked bird
7. X X X X
8. Inexhaustible
9. Eastern Standard Time
10. Unruffled
11. Urgencies
12. Coffee dispensers
13. Being
18. Swerves
22. Compassion
24. Branchlet
26. Country bumpkin
28. Concentrate
29. Hotels

30. Gentlewoman
31. Verruca
32. How old we are
33. Infotainment
34. A dentist’s assistant
37. Cogs
38. Brass instrument
40. Campers
41. Relocation company
43. Required
44. A feeling of intense
unhappiness
46. An organ of the body
47. Nonchalantly unconcerned
48. Songbirds
49. Excrete
50. Anagram of “Star”
51. Henhouse
53. Hodgepodge
56. Mayday
57. Move from side to side
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